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Mandelkruste - Almond Crusted Rolls. 

Osterbrot (Easter bread) 

Poschweck. Ame! CC by SA3.0 

Posch week 
A Poschweck is an Easter bread from 

Aachen and the surrounding area, which 

has been baked since the Middle Ages. In 

addition to the usual ingredients, butter 

and Kandis or sugar cubes are kneaded 

into the dough before baking. The 

Poschweck was not always something the 

bakers in the city enjoyed baking. They 

were forced by the city leaders to bake 

this bread and give it away to their 

customers for free. They tried to stop this give-away several times in 1750s, 1795 and 

1846. These strikes by the bakers led to riots from the city inhabitants and each time, the 

city forced the bakers to continue baking the "Freibrot." Finally, in 1888, the bakers were 

allowed to stop glving away the bread, which is now sold locally. ~ 

Osterpinz.e - Easter Bread from Austria. J.McGavfn 

Steirische Osterpinze -
Easter bread from 
Austria 
Only baked before Easter to be blessed 

on the Saturday before along with 

sausages, eggs, horseradish and bread, 

the "Pinze." or "Pinza" is a loaf of finely

pored, yeast bread lightly flavored with 

anise and just barely sweetened. It was 

introduced to southern Austria from the 

Friuli-Venezia region and the word for this bread may come from the Italian word for 

scissors, which is used to cut the bread into three pieces before baking. This creates a 

cloverteaf pattern which is thought to represent the .l:lQ!yJ I m_. 

Attendorner Osterbrot - Ostersemmel 

Attendorf in North Rhine Westphalia, was a member of the Hanseatic League in the 

Middle Ages. In the week before Easter a special "Mischbrot," bread made from wheat 

and rye flours and flavored with caraway, is baked. It is a long loaf with slits in either end 

to make what resembles fish fins, the fish being a Christian symbol. These loaves are 

brought to the church on Holy Saturday afternoon to be blessed by the priest. Here is a 

short video circa 1930 of the St:, nmelseonen. After the "Semmelsegnen", the whole town 

participates in four, large Easter fires on hills around the town. More >> 


